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The 1922 Committee
By Philip Norton
Hardback £20.00
ISBN 978-1-5261-7330-0
October 2023

Welcome to the club
By DJ Paulette
Paperback £12.99
ISBN978-1-5261-6690-6
January 2024

David Bowie, Enid Blyton and 
the sun machine
By Nicholas Royle
Paperback £15.99
ISBN 978-1-5261-7363-8
November 2023

The Island Book of Records 
Volume I: 1959-68
Edited by Neil Storey
Hardback  £85.00
9781526173768 | October 2023

Manchester unspun
By Andy Spinoza
Paperback £12.99
ISBN 978-1-5261-7406-2
November 2023

The art of darkness
By John Robb
Paperback  £14.99
ISBN 978-1-5261-7676-9
October 2023

BESTSELLERS 2023



Margit Cohen

“I need you to tell my life story –
my whole life story before I die”.

My Voice: Jewish life stories comprises the 
poignant narratives of Survivors and Holocaust 
Refugees hailing from Greater Manchester and 
the North West. These accounts, written in the 
first person, intimately capture their experiences 
before, during, and after the war years. Each 
book serves as a powerful reminder, ensuring 
that these stories are preserved and passed on 
to future generations. The collection offers 
invaluable insights for students and scholars 
specialising in contemporary history, Jewish 
studies, and memory studies, making the books 
essential reading material in these fields.

For inquiries about ordering the collection,
whether in its entirety or selected books,

please contact Kate Horton,
katharine.horton@manchester.ac.uk.

Ellie Wiesel

“When you listen
to a witness,

you become a
witness.”



ART, DESIGN
AND MATERIAL

CULTURE

Image credit: Honoré Daumier, Crispin and Scapin, c. 1864.
Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY.
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352pp.   240x170mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-5741-6
July 2024
£35.00 / $51.95
108 colour illustrations
Series: Studies in Design and 
Material Culture

Showing resistance
Propaganda and Modernist 
exhibitions in Britain, 1933–53

HARRIET ATKINSON

This study charts how 
exhibitions were used for 
propaganda and political 
intervention during the two 
decades from 1933: giving 
urgent warnings against the 
rise of fascism, providing 
practical information about 
how to live frugally and 
signalling international 
political alignments, beliefs and 
affiliations.

Italian graphic
design
Culture and practice in Milan, 
1930s-60s

CHIARA BARBIERI

This book tells the story of 
graphic designers in Milan 
from the 1930s to the 1960s. 
Focusing on design education, 
everyday practice, organisational 
strategies, mediating channels 
and modernism, it contributes 
to our understanding of the role 
graphic design has played in the 
history of Italian visual culture.

At home with the 
poor
Consumer behaviour and
material culture in England,
c. 1650-1850

JOSEPH HARLEY

This book opens the doors to 
the homes of the forgotten poor 
and traces the goods they owned 
before, during and after the 
industrial revolution. Using a 
vast range of sources, it argues 
that the poor owned greater 
numbers and varieties of items 
with each generation and that 
poverty did not always mean 
living in squalor.

The business of time
A global history of the watch 
industry

PIERRE-YVES DONZÉ

This book follows the emergence 
and transformation of the 
watch industry throughout the 
world from the beginning of 
the nineteenth century to the 
present day. It sheds new light 
on the way the global economy 
became established.

280pp.   240x170mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-5113-1
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.000
72 illustrations (some in parts) 
Series: Studies in Design and 
Material Culture

296pp.   240x170mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6084-3
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
41 black & white illustrations, 
1 graph
Series: Studies in Design and 
Material Culture

216pp.   240x170mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7625-7
July 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
43 black & white illustrations, 
20 graphs
Series: Studies in Design and 
Material Culture

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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Art against
censorship
Honoré Daumier, comedy, and 
resistance in nineteenth-century 
France

ERIN DUNCAN-O'NEILL

This book tells the story of 
graphic designers in Milan 
from the 1930s to the 1960s. 
Focusing on design education, 
everyday practice, organisational 
strategies, mediating channels 
and modernism, it contributes 
to our understanding of the role 
graphic design has played in the 
history of Italian visual culture.

256pp.   240x170mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7601-1
July 2024
£30.00 / $44.95
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6839-9
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
105 colour illustrations

Lifework
On the autobiographical 
impulse in contemporary art, 
writing, and theory

EDITED BY MORAN SHELEG

This collection explores what 
Roland Barthes termed the 
‘autobiographical turn’ in art, 
literature and critical theory 
since the mid-1960s. Through 
a variety of perspectives, it 
examines the relationship 
between work and life, 
notions of the ‘self ’ and what 
autobiography might mean 
today.

The traumatic
surreal
Germanophone women artists 
and Surrealism after the Second 
World War

PATRICIA ALLMER

The traumatic surreal is the first 
major study to examine the 
leading role Germanophone 
women artists have played in 
deploying surrealism to respond 
to the traumatic events and 
legacies of the Second World 
War.

The medium of
Leonora Carrington
A feminist haunting in the
contemporary arts

CATRIONA MCARA

A critical survey of Leonora 
Carrington’s legacies in 
contemporary creative practice. 
The medium of Leonora 
Carrington explores why creative 
people, especially women, are 
preoccupied with making work 
in her legacy today.

296pp.   240x170mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7247-1
July 2024
£95.00 / $150.00
66 colour illustrations

280pp.   240x170mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7883-1
March 2024
£25.00 / 36.95
50 black & white illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK

248pp.   234x155mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7745-2
March 2024
£19.99 / $29.95
35 black & white illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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Image credit: Photo courtesy of Chris Hanna
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160pp.   250x200mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-8383-6936-1
June 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
20 colour illustrations, 40 black 
& white illustrations
Imprint: Pendle Press

Surrealism and film 
after 1945
Absolutely modern mysteries

EDITED BY KRISTOFFER
NOHEDEN AND ABIGAIL SUSIK

Surrealism and film after 1945 
is the first collection devoted 
to the vibrant culture of 
transnational surrealist cinema 
since the Second World War. 
Eleven chapters by leading and 
emerging scholars of surrealism 
and film studies establish the 
parameters of this history and 
situate surrealism as a major 
force in postwar cinema.

Round our way
Sam Hanna's visual legacy

HEATHER NORRIS NICHOLSON

Round our way combines stills, 
essays and archive photography 
to document the work of 
Sam Hanna, the ‘Lowry of 
filmmaking’, who created a 
unique visual record of northern 
England across decades of 
profound change.

208pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7644-8
May 2024
£16.99 / $24.95
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7643-1
May 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
18 black & white illustrations

John Ford's America

JEFFREY RICHARDS

This volume explores John 
Ford's preoccupations 
throughout his long career, 
showing how he attempted to 
come to terms with American 
history, with how America kept 
changing its relationship with 
history and how many of the 
myths of the ‘West’ were just 
that – myths.

408pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7381-2
April 2024
£100.00 / $160.00
33 black & white illustrations

States of danger
and deceit
The European political thriller 
in the 1970s

EDITED BY ANDY WILLIS,
RACHEL HAYWARD AND
ELLEN SMITH

States of danger and deceit 
places key films (Z (1969), The 
Mattei Affair (1972), State of 
Siege (1972), The Lost Honour 
of Katharina Blum (1975), 
Illustrious Corpses (1976)) 
and filmmakers (Costa-Gavras, 
Elio Petri, Francesco Rosi, 
Volker Schlöndorff) from across 
Europe into their historical, 
political and social contexts 
before considering the ways they 
have impacted upon politically 
engaged filmmakers since. 

280pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7901-2
July 2024
£25.00 / $36.95 
12 colour illustrations, 23 black 
& white illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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Image credit: A Rainbow girl, an Indian street 
child who is a recipient of Loreto, Sealdah’s 

educational outreach in Calcutta.
Image © Gianluigi Nocco
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History beyond 
apartheid
New approaches in South
African historiography

EDITED BY THULA SIMPSON

This edited volume encompasses 
a range of themes and 
approaches relevant to the field 
of South African history today, 
as viewed from the perspective 
of practicing historians at the 
cutting edge of research in 
the discipline. The collection 
features the historians offering 
critical reflection on the 
theoretical and methodological 
aspects of their work.

Doing psychiatry in 
postwar Europe
Practices, routines and
experiences

EDITED BY GUNDULA GAHLEN, 
HENRIETTE VOELKER,
VOLKER HESS AND
MARIANNA SCARFONE

Looking closely at practices 
that contributed to reshape the 
psychiatric field in the second 
half of the twentieth century, 
Doing psychiatry offers new 
insights into a mental health 
assistance in transformation after 
World War II. Through richly 
documented case studies across 
Europe, this book sheds light 
on marginal experiences and 
everyday practices, as well as 
the new fields of expertise that 
psychiatry appropriated.

On trial
Testing new drugs in psychiatry, 
1940–1980

MARIETTA MEIER,
MAGALY TORNAY AND
MARIO KÖNIG

The book offers a deep insight 
into the early days of industry-
sponsored clinical research in 
psychiatry. Examining how 
the clinic, patients, doctors, 
nursing staff, corporations, and 
authorities interacted, it not 
only meticulously reconstructs 
the experimental practices in a 
psychiatric hospital from 1940 to 
1980 but also tells a larger story: 
the changing history of clinical 
trials.

Out of his mind
Masculinity and mental illness 
in Victorian Britain

AMY MILNE-SMITH

In a society that defined 
manhood as a mastery of self-
control, the madman stood as 
a horrifying example of what 
could go wrong. Out of His 
Mind is a socio-cultural study 
of the madman in Victorian 
society; through in-depth case 
studies and broad surveys of 
emergent trends it explores 
popular anxieties about health, 
gender, and modern life.

352pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7346-1
March 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
27 black & white illustration
Series: Social Histories of 
Medicine

280pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7897-8
July 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
3 colour figures

344pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6980-8
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
11 black & white illustrations
Series: Social Histories of 
Medicine
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328pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7885-5
May 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
4 black & white illustrations,
7 graphs, 1 table
Series: Gender in History

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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Jewish refugees and 
the British nursing 
profession
A gendered opportunity

JANE BROOKS

This book follows the lives of 
female Jewish refugees who fled 
Nazi persecution and became 
nurses. Nursing was nominally 
a profession but with its poor 
pay and harsh discipline, it was 
unpopular with British women. 
In the years preceding the 
Second World War, hospitals in 
Britain suffered chronic nurse 
staffing crises.

Raoul Wallenberg
Life and legacy

ULF ZANDER

This booktells the story of 
how a Swedish diplomat who 
saved the lives of thousands 
of Jews in Hungary became a 
symbol after his disappearance 
in January 1945. A variety 
of aspects are analysed, 
including secret diplomacy and 
representations of Wallenberg on 
film and television as well as in 
monuments.

Tracking the Jews
Ecumenical Protestants,
conversion and the Holocaust

CAROLYN SANZENBACHER

This book reconstructs an 
unprecedented initiative for 
world evangelisation of Jews in 
the years immediately before, 
during and after the Holocaust. 
It reveals the ways in which a 
broad international toleration of 
traditional anti-Judaism allowed, 
under a banner of Christian 
benevolence, a transnational 
public discourse of antisemitic 
ideas masked in conversionary 
language.

Herminie and Fanny 
Pereire
Elite Jewish women in
nineteenth-century France

HELEN M. DAVIES

Herminie and Fanny Pereire 
were sisters-in-law, married to 
the eminent Jewish bankers 
and Saint-Simonian socialists 
Emile and Isaac. They were also 
mother and daughter. This book, 
a companion to the author’s 
acclaimed Emile and Isaac Pereire 
(2015), sheds new light on elite 
Jewish families in nineteenth-
century France. Drawing on 
the family archives, it traces 
the Pereires across a century 
of major social and political 
change, from the Napoleonic 
period to the cusp of the First 
World War others.

272pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6742-2
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00 
8 black & white illustrations
Series: Nursing History and 
Humanities

336p.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7765-0
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
4 colour illustrations, 14 black & 
white illustrations
Series: Studies in Modern French 
and Francophone History

424pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-9-1985-5780-0
May 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
Series: Lund University Press

336pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6129-1
April 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
3 black & white illustrations, 
7 maps
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Aid to Armenia
Humanitarianism and
intervention from the 1890s to 
the present

EDITED BY JO LAYCOCK AND 
FRANCESCA PIANA

This book critically examines 
the history of humanitarianism 
and intervention on behalf of 
Armenia and Armenians from 
the late nineteenth century to 
the post-Soviet era. Examining 
a diverse set of case studies, 
the contributors show how 
the case of Armenia informs 
histories of humanitarianism 
and, in turn, how the history of 
humanitarianism illuminates the 
history of Armenia.

Home front heroism
Civilians and conflict in Second 
World War London

ELLENA MATTHEWS

Home front heroism explores how 
civilians were framed as heroic 
during the Second World War. 
Through a focus on London, 
this book explores how the 
effects and demands of conflict 
created increased opportunities 
for heroics, and created a need 
for heroism to be acknowledged, 
awarded and celebrated.

Celebrities, heroes 
and champions
Popular politicians in the age of 
reform, 1810–67

SIMON JAMES MORGAN

Celebrities, heroes and champions 
examines the popular politician 
in British and Irish society from 
the Napoleonic Wars to the 
Second Reform Act. Covering 
a range of political movements, 
it offers a unique perspective on 
contemporary political culture 
including the connections 
between popular politics and an 
evolving culture of celebrity.

Land and labour
The Potters’ Emigration
Society, 1844-51

MARTIN CRAWFORD

This book is a history of the 
Potters’ Emigration Society 
from its founding in 1844 to its 
dissolution in early 1851.  The 
Society, which became a national 
organisation after 1848, sought 
to solve the problems of surplus 
labour by turning workers into 
frontier farmers.  It was the most 
significant industrial emigration 
scheme of its period.

328pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6212-0
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
11 black & white illustrations
Series: Cultural History of 
Modern War

320pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7881-7
April 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
10 black and white illustrations 
and 3 graphs

NEW IN PAPERBACK 280pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7135-1
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
8 black and white illustrations

234pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7905-0
August 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
Illustration Details 
2 black & white figures, 3 maps
Series: Humanitarianism: Key 
Debates and New Approaches

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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An empire of many 
cultures
Bahá’ís, Muslims, Jews and the 
British state, 1900–20

DIANE ROBINSON-DUNN

Based upon original research and 
bringing to life the words and 
actions of Bahá’í, Muslim, and 
Jewish leaders during the early 
20th century, this study sheds 
light on each found meaning 
and value in the diversity 
that characterised the British 
Empire, enabling the creation of 
relationships that would have an 
impact on future generations.

Exhibiting Irishness
Empire, race and nation,
1850-197

SHAHMIMA AKHTAR

This book uncovers that 
exhibitions uniquely reveal 
the changing landscape of 
Irishness over two centuries by 
analysing the politics of display. 
It demonstrates how questions 
of Irishness intersected with 
broader ideas of citizenship, 
race and ethnic construction in 
Ireland, the United Kingdom 
and the United States.

Empire religiosity
Convent habits in colonial and 
postcolonial India

TIM ALLENDER

This book explores Roman 
Catholic female missions in 
colonial and postcolonial India. It 
begins with their placement in a 
strongly Protestant British Empire, 
exploring the evolution of their 
outreach to Indians. It examines 
how these missions developed their 
independent tropes of education 
and social outreach that built their 
bona fides with nationalist India as 
the tide went out on empire.

Inner empire
Architecture and Imperialism in 
the British Isles, 1550-1950

EDITOR G. A. BREMNER AND 
DANIEL MAUDLIN

This book presents for the first 
time a coherent analysis of 
the British Isles as an imperial 
setting understood through 
its buildings, spaces, and 
infrastructure. It considers 
‘internal’ colonisation and 
its infrastructures of order 
and suppression, alongside 
wider relationships between 
architecture, imperialism, and 
cultural identity.

304pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6921-1
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00 
11 black & white illustrations
Series: Studies in Imperialism

360pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  97-8-1-5261-4266-5
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00 
76 black & white images, 
16 colour plates
Series: Studies in Imperialism

264pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  9781526157263
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00 
30 black & white illustrations
Series: Studies in Imperialism

304pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  9781526159106
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
Series: Studies in Imperialism
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Democratic passions
The politics of feeling in British 
popular radicalism, 1809-48

MATTHEW ROBERTS

This book takes a fresh look at 
British radicalism in the first-
half of the nineteenth century 
from the new perspective of the 
history of emotions. It changes 
the way in which we look not 
only at popular radicalism but 
also at the affective qualities of 
politics itself in modern Britain 
and beyond.

The rise of devils
Fear and the origins of modern 
terrorism

JAMES CROSSLAND

The rise of devils chronicles the 
emergence of terrorism in the 
late nineteenth century. This 
era simmered with political rage 
and social inequalities, which 
drove nationalists, nihilists, 
anarchists and republicans to 
extreme measures, while an 
outrage-hungry press peddled 
hysteria, conspiracy theories 
and, sometimes, fake news in 
response.

Modern Carmelite 
nuns and
contemplative
identities
Shaping spirituality in the
Netherlands

BRIAN HEFFERNAN

This book examines how modern 
Catholic contemplative nuns 
in the Netherlands envisioned 
their spirituality, offering a 
contextualised exploration of the 
discourses they adopted to shape 
their identity as a female spiritual 
elite in a male-dominated church 
and society.

Neither use nor
ornament
A cultural biography of clutter 
and procrastination

TRACEY POTTS

Neither use nor ornament 
is a book about personal 
productivity, narrated from 
the perspective of its obstacles: 
clutter and procrastination. It 
offers a challenge to the self-help 
promise of a clutter-free life and 
unravels the moral narratives 
that hold individuals to account 
for their inefficiencies and 
muddles.

296pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7720-9
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
1 map
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280pp.   240x170mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7392-8
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
30 black & white illustrations

272pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7886-2
May 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
8 black & white illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK

376pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7819-0
June 2024
£11.99 / $18.95
12 black & white illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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As Good as a
Marriage
The Anne Lister Diaries 
1836–38

JILL LIDDINGTON

The BBC and HBO series 
Gentleman Jack brought Anne 
Lister to international attention, 
awakening tremendous interest 
in her diaries, which run to 
nearly five million words and 
are partly written in her secret 
code. They record in intimate 
detail Anne’s intellectual energy 
and her challenges to so many of 
society’s expectations of women 
at the time.

Agents of European 
overseas empires
Private colonisers, 1450-1800

EDITED BY AGNÈS DELAHAYE, 
ELODIE PEYROL-KLEIBER,
L. H. ROPER AND
BERTRAND VAN RUYMBEKE

Agents of European overseas 
empires involves contributors 
who specialise on often 
overlooked aspects of imperial 
endeavour: ‘private’ European 
interests, companies, merchants 
or courtiers, who conducted 
their own activities both with 
and without the benediction of 
polities.

Murky waters
British spas in eighteenth-
century medicine and literature

SOPHIE VASSET

Murky waters explores the 
ambivalent representations 
of spas in eighteenth-century 
medicine and literature. It gives 
a wide cultural perspective of 
the numerous spas, springs and 
wells of Britain, well beyond 
Bath, and focuses on specific 
political and cultural tensions 
while reasserting the centrality of 
health in spa towns.

280pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6733-0
March 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
1 map
Series: Seventeenth- and 
Eighteenth-Century Studies

Tea on the terrace
Hotels and Egyptologists’
social networks, 1885–1925

KATHLEEN L. SHEPPARD

Offering a history of travel, 
tourism and Egyptology, Tea on 
the terrace follows Egyptologists 
between home and field sites, 
revealing how their activities 
in hotels and on dahabeahs 
impacted the development of the 
discipline.

304pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7882-4
April 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
13 colour illustrations, 8 maps
Series: Seventeenth- and 
Eighteenth-Century Studies

NEW IN PAPERBACK

232pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7889-3
June 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
11 black & white illustrations, 
11 maps

NEW IN PAPERBACK

328pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7641-7
July 2024
£18.99 / $29.95
8 black & white illustrations,
3 maps, 1 table

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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Ideas of poverty in 
the Age of
Enlightenment

EDITED BY NIALL O’FLAHERTY 
AND R. J. W. MILLS

This collection of essays 
examines the ways in which 
poverty was conceptualised in 
the social, political, and religious 
discourses of eighteenth-century 
Europe and North America.

296pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6677-7
April 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
4 black & white illustrations
Series: Studies in Early Modern 
European History

Reformed identity
and conformity in
England, 1559–1714

JAKE GRIESEL AND
ESTHER COUNSELL

This volume is the first 
collection of essays to focus 
specifically on how Reformed 
theology and ecclesiology related 
to one of the most consequential 
issues between the Elizabethan 
Settlement (1559) and the 
Hanoverian Succession (1714), 
namely conformity to the 
Church of England.

Sexual politics in revolutionary England

SAMUEL FULLERTON

Sexual politics in revolutionary England recounts a dramatic transformation in English sexual polemic 
that unfolded during the kingdom’s mid-seventeenth-century civil wars. In early Stuart England, 
explicit sexual language was largely confined to manuscript and oral forms by the combined regulatory 
pressures of ecclesiastical press licensing and powerful cultural notions of civility and decorum. During 
the early 1640s, however, graphic sex-talk exploded into polemical print for the first time in English 
history. Over the next two decades, sexual politics evolved into a vital component of public discourse, 
as contemporaries utilized sexual satire to reframe the English Revolution as a battle between licentious 
Stuart tyrants and their lecherous puritan enemies. By the time that Charles II regained the throne in 
1660, this book argues, sex was already a routine element of English political culture.

296pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6797-2
April 2024
£95.00 / $140.00
Series: Politics, Culture and 
Society in Early Modern Britain

328pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7590-8
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
9 black & white illustrations
Series: Politics, Culture and 
Society in Early Modern Britain
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Premodern ruling 
sexualities
Representation, identity
and power

EDITED BY GABRIELLE STOREY 
AND ZITA EVA ROHR

This book brings together 
a range of methodological 
approaches to highlight royal 
and elite sexualities – the 
sexualities of rulers, and 
those who were ruled by their 
sexualities – and how these 
case studies might contribute 
to our broader knowledge 
of premodern gender and 
sexualities.

Rethinking the
Carolingian reforms

EDITED BY ARTHUR WESTWELL, 
INGRID REMBOLD AND
CARINE VAN RHIJN

This book sets out to challenge 
current interpretations of 
Carolingian culture, and 
especially its perceived correctio 
(correction), reform or 
renaissance. When we consider 
authors who operated outside 
the direct sphere of influence of 
the court, a much more dynamic 
image of Carolingian culture 
comes into view.

Hariulf’s History of 
St Riquier

TRANSLATED BY KATHLEEN 
THOMPSON

A new and accessible translation 
of Hariulf ’s History of St Riquier, 
this book examines the history 
of a monastic community from 
the seventh to the eleventh 
century. It covers the ascetic life 
of the founding saint and the 
development of the community 
under the Carolingians in the late 
eighth and ninth centuries.

Women in exile in 
early modern Europe 
and the Americas

EDITED BY LINDA LEVY PECK 
AND ADRIANNA E. BAKOS

Women in exile in early modern 
Europe and the Americas presents 
the important yet largely untold 
stories of a diverse group of 
women exiled across the Atlantic 
world in the early modern 
period. The book not only 
provides a new vantage point 
from which to enrich the study 
of exile but also contributes 
important new scholarship to 
the history of women.

272pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7535-9
April 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
9 black & white illustrations
Series: Women on the Move

288pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7584-7
June 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
16 black & white illustrations

328pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-5410-1
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
5 black & white illustrations, 
1 map
Series: Manchester Medieval 
Sources
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Approaches to
emotion in Middle 
English literature

CAROLYNE LARRINGTON

A significant new account 
of emotion in Middle 
English literature, proposing 
key methodologies for the 
analysis of feeling and affect 
in literary texts. It shows how 
contemporary audiences learned 
to understand emotion in 
themselves and others, through 
empathetic response, the 
development of fictionality and 
the emergence of interiority.

Borrowed objects and 
the art of poetry
Spolia in Old English verse

DENIS FERHATOVIC

This study uses examinations 
of Exeter riddles, Old English 
religious verse and Beowulf to 
formulate the poetics of spolia – 
creative transformations of martial 
and architectural plunder serving 
to signal metatextual reflection.

Bestsellers and
masterpieces
The changing medieval canon

EDITED BY HEATHER BLURTON 
AND DWIGHT F. REYNOLDS

Bestsellers and masterpieces: The 
changing medieval canon offers 
a comparative critique of the 
development of the ‘modern 
canon’ of medieval literature 
across European and Middle 
Eastern medieval studies.

Riddles at work in 
the early medieval 
tradition
Words, ideas, interactions

EDITED BY MEGAN CAVELL
AND JENNIFER NEVILLE

The first collection devoted 
solely to early medieval riddles, 
Riddles at work in the early 
medieval tradition showcases 
recent research in this popular, 
new field. It brings together 
studies of Old English and Latin 
riddles, authors at various stages 
of their careers and a range of 
approaches, aiming to map out 
both the state of the field now 
and its future directions.

320pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7613-4
March 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
Series: Manchester Medieval 
Literature and Culture
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Conceiving bodies
Reproduction in early medieval 
English medicine

DANA OSWALD

The Old English remedies for 
women’s reproductive ailments 
gesture to contemporary 
notions of bodily autonomy. 
Close examination of the 
remedies for menstruation, 
fertility, pregnancy, stillbirth, 
and abortion reveal distinctions 
among them, where previously 
they were understood reductively 
as women’s medicine.

232pp.   216x134mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7688-2
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
3 tables
Series: Manchester Medieval 
Literature and Culture

Medieval afterlives
Transforming traditions in 
Shakespeare and early English 
drama

EDITED BY DAISY BLACK AND 
KATHARINE GOODLAND

An essay collection showing 
how early drama traditions 
were transformed, recycled, 
re-used and reformed across 
time to form new relationships 
with their audiences. Medieval 
afterlives brings new insight to 
the ways in which peoples in the 
sixteenth century understood, 
manipulated and responded to 
the history of their performance 
spaces, stage technologies, 
characterisation and popular 
dramatic tropes.

344pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7213-6
May 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
4 black & white illustrations
Series: Manchester Medieval 
Literature and Culture

Fantastic histories
Medieval fairy narratives and the limits of wonder

VICTORIA FLOOD

Fantastic histories explores the political and cultural contexts of the entry of fairies to the historical record 
in twelfth century England, and the subsequent uses of fairy narratives in both insular and continental 
history and romance. It traces the uses of the fairy as a contested marker of historicity and fictionality in 
the histories of Gerald of Wales and Walter Map, the continental mirabilia of Gervase of Tilbury, and the 
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century French Mélusine romances and their early English reception. Working 
across insular and continental source material, Fantastic histories explores the practices of history-writing, 
fiction-making, and the culturally determined boundaries of wonder that defined the limits of medieval 
history.

296pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6414-8
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
Series: Manchester Medieval 
Literature and Culture
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David, Donne and 
Thirsty Deer
Selected Essays of Anne Lake 
Prescott

EDITED BY ROGER KUIN AND 
WILLIAM A. ORAM

For fifty years Anne Lake 
Prescott has been a central force 
in the study of Anglo-French 
literary relations in the early 
modern period. This selection 
of her essays combines a tight 
focus on textual and historical 
particularities with an expansive 
sense of context—what she 
calls the 'cultural forcefield 
surrounding and sustaining the 
poem.'

Sir Philip Sidney:
The Countess of
Pembroke's Arcadia
The New Arcadia,
Second Revised Edition

EDITED BY
VICTOR SKRETKOWICZ,
ELISABETH CHAGHAFI AND
J.B. LETHBRIDGE

This new edition of Sir Philip 
Sidney’s New Arcadia in modern 
spelling makes the text accessible 
through an enhanced glossary and 
expanded commentary covering 
book history, reception history, 
and Sidney’s contribution to the 
English language.

Courteous exchanges
Spenser's and Shakespeare's 
gentle dialogues with readers 
and audiences

PATRICIA WAREH

This book offers new 
connections between Spenser 
and Shakespeare by showing 
how their works hone readers’ 
and audiences’ judgement 
about the social construction of 
aristocratic identity.

392pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7938-8
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
18 black & white illustration
Series: The Manchester Spenser
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304pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-4985-5
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
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Rereading Chaucer 
and Spenser
Dan Geffrey with the New Poete

EDITED BY RACHEL STENNER, 
TAMSIN BADCOE AND
GARETH GRIFFITH

Rereading Chaucer and Spenser: 
Dan Geffrey with the New Poete 
offers dynamic new approaches 
to the relationship between the 
works of Geoffrey Chaucer and 
Edmund Spenser. Contributors 
draw on current and emerging 
preoccupations in contemporary 
scholarship and offer new 
perspectives on poetic authority, 
influence, and intertextuality.

264pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7904-3
August 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
5 black & white illustrations
Series: The Manchester Spenser
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Love's Cure, or The 
Martial Maid
By John Fletcher and Philip 
Massinger

EDITED BY JOSÉ A. PÉREZ DÍEZ

A fully annotated critical 
edition of John Fletcher and 
Philip Massinger’s ground-
breaking comedy Love’s Cure, 
or The Martial Maid (1615), a 
fascinating exploration of the 
journey of two transgender 
characters in an adverse 
heteronormative society. This 
Revels Plays edition offers a 
modernised text and a full 
critical commentary.

Hyde Park
By James Shirley

EDITED BY EUGENE GIDDENS

Hyde Park (1632) is one of the 
best-loved comedies of James 
Shirley, considered to be one of 
the most important Caroline 
dramatists. The play showcases 
strong female characters who 
excel at rebuking the outlandish 
courtship of various suitors. 
Shirley's comic setting, London's 
Hyde Park, offers ample 
opportunity for witty dialogue.

The Family of Love
By Lording Barry

EDITED BY SOPHIE TOMLINSON

The Family of Love charts a 
successful love intrigue between 
the cash-strapped Gerardine, and 
Maria, the sequestered niece of 
the mercenary Doctor Glister. 
Their romance unfolds against 
the dissection of two citizen 
marriages, the Glisters’ and the 
Purges’. Mistress Purge attends 
Familist meetings independently, 
arousing her husband’s suspicions 
about her marital fidelity. Two 
libertines, Lipsalve and Gudgeon, 
go in search of sex and solubility 
(freedom from constipation), 
receiving more than they bargain 
for in respect of the latter. 

Thierry and
Theodoret
By John Fletcher, Philip 
Massinger and Nathan Field

EDITED BY DOMENICO LOVASCIO

This is the first fully annotated, 
single-volume critical edition of 
Fletcher, Massinger, and Field’s 
Thierry and Theodoret, with an 
introduction that reassesses the 
play’s engagement with its sources 
— including Shakespeare — and 
discusses the dating, authorship, 
and reception of this bizarrely 
captivating play, pointing the way 
for future scholarship, especially 
of a historical or gender-based 
nature.
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4 tables
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Thomas Nashe and 
literary performance

EDITED BY CHLOE KATHLEEN 
PREEDY AND RACHEL WILLIE

Thomas Nashe is typically 
regarded as an urban author 
and a University wit, but his 
writings are inflected and 
shaped by regional travel, ‘non-
literary’, non-elite works, and 
oral culture. The essays in this 
collection address Nashe’s use of 
the past, his engagement with 
the Elizabethan present, and his 
textual legacy.

Rochester and the
pursuit of pleasure

LARRY CARVER

Rochester and the pursuit of 
pleasure provides a reading of 
Rochester’s poems, dramatic 
works, and letters in a 
biographical context. It argues 
that there is a thematic unity 
– the pursuit of underlying 
his work, that this pursuit is 
religiously motivated and reflects 
Rochester’s preoccupation 
with and, finally, acceptance of 
Christianity.

Shakespeare's liminal 
spaces
Contesting authority on the early 
modern stage

BEN HAWORTH

Shakespeare's liminal spaces provides 
a unique set of perspectives 
through which Shakespeare’s 
forests, battlefields, shores and 
gardens are revealed as deliberate 
dramatic devices with the capacity 
to destabilise social structures.

Relics, dreams,
voyages
World baroque

PETER DAVIDSON

Relics, dreams,voyages is a closely 
focused sequence of studies of 
worldwide connections in all 
the arts in the baroque period. 
Drawing on original research in 
libraries, collections and archives 
in five countries, and in as many 
languages, this book draws many 
astonishing, unfamiliar and 
beautiful texts, things and events, 
into a cartography of the secret and 
strange patterns of baroque cultures 
worldwide.

264pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-4946-6
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
1 black and white illustration, 
1 graph
Series: The Revels Plays 
Companion Library
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Myth and (mis)
information
Constructing the medical 
professions in eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century English 
literature and culture

EDITED BY ALLAN INGRAM, 
CLARK LAWLOR AND
HELEN WILLIAMS

This book discusses the various 
cultural forms and literary works 
by which information, myth 
and misinformation on medical 
practices and personages were 
spread during the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, and 
some of the reasons for this, 
from authorial self-interest to 
scientific ignorance.

She played and sang
Jane Austen and music

GILLIAN DOOLEY

Jane Austen, widely acclaimed 
as one of the greatest English 
novelists, possessed another 
talent that enriched her life 
and work – music. She played 
and sang draws on the newly 
digitised music books of the 
Austen family, granting us a 
deeper understanding of the 
writer's artistic prowess and 
the influences that shaped her 
literary masterpieces.

Pasticcio opera in Britain
History and context

PETER MORGAN BARNES

This study overturns twentieth-century thinking about pasticcio opera. This radical way of creating opera 
formed a counterweight, even a relief, to the trenchant masculinity of literate culture in the seventeenth 
century. It undermined the narrowing of nationalism in the eighteenth century, and was an act of gross 
sacrilege against the cult of Romantic genius in the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century, it found 
itself on the wrong side of copyright law. However, in the twenty-first century it is enjoying a tentative 
revival. This book redefines pasticcio as a method rather than a genre of opera and aligns it with other 
art forms which also created their works from pre-existing parts, including sculpture. A pasticcio opera is 
created from pre-existing music and text, thus flying in face of insistence on originality and creation by a 
solo genius.456pp.   234x156mm

HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6518-3
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
55 black & white illustrations

344pp.   198x129mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7010-1
March 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
4 black & white illustrations

320pp.   234x156mm
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£85.00 / $130.00
23 black & white illustrations
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Marie Duval
Maverick Victorian Cartoonist

SIMON GRENNAN, ROGER SABIN 
AND JULIAN WAITE

Marie Duval: maverick Victorian 
cartoonist offers the first critical 
appraisal of the work of Marie 
Duval 1847–1890), one of the 
most unusual, pioneering and 
visionary cartoonists of the later 
nineteenth century, focusing on 
new types of cultural work by 
women and establishing Duval as 
a unique but exemplary figure in 
a transformational period of the 
nineteenth century.

The poems of Elizabeth 
Siddal in context

ANNE WOOLLEY

Every Siddal poem is closely 
read alongside works by Rossetti, 
Swinburne, Ruskin, Tennyson 
and Keats and with reference to 
prevailing cultural, political and 
religious contexts to give the most 
comprehensive analysis yet of this 
enigmatic, previously undervalued 
poetic voice.

Dante beyond
influence
Rethinking reception in
Victorian literary culture

FEDERICA COLUZZI

Unearthing previously unseen 
manuscript and print evidence, 
the book redefines the notion of 
Dante’s reception by conducting 
the first material and book-
historical inquiry into the 
formation and popularisation 
of the the critical and scholarly 
discourse on Dante in Victorian 
culture.

288pp.   240x170mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7893-0
June 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
65 black & white illustrations
Series: Interventions: Rethinking 
the Nineteenth Century
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20 black & white illustrations
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June 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
Series: Interventions: Rethinking 
the Nineteenth Century

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Instead of
modernity
The Western canon and the 
incorporation of the Hispanic 
(c. 1850–75)

ANDREW GINGER

Instead of modernity is an 
adventure in the practice of 
comparative writing: resonances 
join suggestively over place and 
time, the textures of words, 
phrases and images combine to 
form moods. This book will be 
of interest to anyone concerned 
with the question of modernity 
and with the fate of cultural 
theory and comparison.

320pp.   240x170mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7903-6
August 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
15 black & white illustrations, 
20 colour illustrations
Series: Interventions: Rethinking 
the Nineteenth Century
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EcoGothic gardens in 
the long nineteenth 
century
Phantoms, fantasy and uncanny 
flowers

EDITED BY SUE EDNEY

Interrogates diverse ecoGothic 
interpretations of Victorian 
gardens and their reflections 
of human disturbance, using 
material ecocritical methodology 
to examine uncanny vegetal 
agency. Monster plants, mystical 
trees, fairy groves, grim lakes 
and talking flowers are among 
the topics, seen through prose, 
poetry and painting.

Graveyard Gothic

EDITED BY ERIC PARISOT,
DAVID MCALLISTER AND
XAVIER ALDANA REYES

This collection of essays 
considers the significance of 
graveyards in Gothic literature, 
film, television and video games. 
The chapters range from the 
eighteenth to the twenty-first 
centuries and take a global 
perspective, incorporating 
discussion of Gothic texts from 
around the world. The book 
offers a compelling new account 
of the graveyard’s importance as 
a key location for Gothic art and 
culture.

Reanimating grief
Waking the dead in literature, 
theatre and performance

WILLIAM MCEVOY

This book explores how literature, 
theatre and music revive the 
dead to explore the dynamics of 
grief and mourning. Combining 
expressive and analytical writing, 
it offers a critical poetics of loss 
to show how ghosts, scenes 
of mourning, memories of 
reading or viewing, and acoustic 
fragments, all reanimate the dead 
in different ways.

A book of monsters
Promethean horror in modern 
literature and culture

DAVID ASHFORD

This book presents a cultural 
history of Promethean Horror 
in the modern age, tracing 
the rise of a sub-genre of 
gothic fiction in the twentieth 
century and examining post-
modern revisions of modernist 
“Promethean” tropes in an 
eclectic range of gothic, fantasy 
and SF writing.

264pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6631-9
April 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
22 black and white illustrations

208pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7669-1
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00

248pp.   216x138mm
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May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
10 black & white illustrations
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Printing terror
American horror comics as 
Cold War commentary and 
critique

MICHAEL GOODRUM AND
PHILIP SMITH

Printing terror places horror 
comics of the Cold War in 
dialogue with the anxieties of 
their age. It rejects the narrative 
of horror comics as inherently, 
and necessarily, subversive and 
explores, instead, the ways 
in which these texts manifest 
white male fears over America’s 
changing sociological landscape. 

After the end
Cold War culture and
apocalyptic imaginations in the 
twenty-first century

DAVID L. PIKE

Through sources from literature 
and film to comics, music and 
the built environment across 
the globe, this work studies the 
enduring legacy of Cold War 
culture in current debates and 
concerns around risk, security, 
borders, environmental justice, 
inequality and apocalypse.

Cold War culture and 
apocalyptic imaginations in the 
twenty-first century

Beckett's afterlives
Adaptation, remediation,
appropriation

EDITED BY JONATHAN BIGNELL, 
ANNA MCMULLAN AND
PIM VERHULST

Beckett’s afterlives is the first 
book-length study dedicated 
to posthumous adaptations of 
Beckett’s oeuvre. This collection 
analyses the remarkable diversity 
of creative engagements across 
different media and cultural 
contexts that have ensured the 
survival and continuing relevance 
of Beckett’s work in a constantly 
changing world.

Revolutionary
bodies
Homoeroticism and the political 
imagination in Irish writing

MICHAEL G. CRONIN

An ambitious and wide-ranging 
study of the Irish gay novel, not 
merely in relation to a broader 
Irish political and historical 
narrative, but also a global 
one of increasing neoliberal 
domination legitimated by 
liberal social politics.

360pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7404-8
March 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
16 colour illustrations, 84 black 
& white illustrations
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Barbara Comyns
A savage innocence

AVRIL HORNER

This biography of Barbara 
Comyns presents a twentieth-
century author whose life was 
as extraordinary as her novels. 
Hundreds of unpublished letters 
reveal an occasionally desperate 
but resourceful and witty 
woman whose complicated life 
ranged from enduring poverty 
when young to mixing with 
spivs, spies and high society.

Deirdre Madden
 New critical perspectives

EDITED BY ANNE FOGARTY AND 
MARISOL MORALES-LADRÓN

This pioneering set of essays 
explores the key motifs and 
themes in the works of the Irish 
novelist, Deirdre Madden, about 
the Northern Irish Troubles and 
their aftermath and changing 
social values in contemporary 
Ireland.

372pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7374-4
March 2024
£30.00 / $44.95
41 black & white illustrations

Mid-century women's writing
Disrupting the public/private divide

EDITED BY MELISSA DINSMAN, MEGAN FARAGHER AND RAVENEL RICHARDSON

The traditional narrative of the mid-century (1930s-60s) is that of a wave of expansion and constriction, 
with the swelling of economic and political freedoms for women in the 1930s, the cresting of women 
in the public sphere during the Second World War, and the resulting break as employment and political 
opportunities for women dwindled in the 1950s when men returned home from the front. But as the 
burgeoning field of interwar and mid-century women’s writing has demonstrated, this narrative is in 
desperate need of re-examination. Mid-century women's writing: Disrupting the public/private divide aims 
to revivify studies of female writers, journalists, broadcasters, and public intellectuals living or working in 
Britain, or under British rule, during the mid-century while also complicating extant narratives about the 
divisions between domesticity and politics.392pp.   234x156mm

HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6977-8
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
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Robert Lepage's original stage productions
Making theatre global

KAREN FRICKER

This book explores the development of Robert Lepage’s distinctive approach to stage direction in the 
early (1984-1994) and middle (1995-2008) stages of his career, arguing that globalisation had a defining 
effect on shaping his aesthetic and his professional trajectory. In addition to globalisation theory, the 
book draws on cinema studies, queer theory, and theories of affect and reception. Each of six chapters 
treats a particular aspect of globalisation, using this as a means to explore one or more of Lepage’s 
productions. Productions discussed include The Dragon’s Trilogy, Needles and Opium, and The Far Side of 
the Moon.

Robert Lepage’s original stage productions will be of interest to scholars of contemporary theatre, advanced-
level undergraduates, and arts lovers keen for new perspectives on one of the most talked-about theatre 
artists of the early 21st century.

Theatre, activism, subjectivity
Searching for the Left in a fragmented world

EDITED BY BISHNUPRIYA DUTT AND SILVIJA JESTROVIC

Through the lens of performance and politics, this collection zooms in on the context-specific 
dimensions, analogies, and micro-histories of the Left to better understand the larger picture. It proposes 
a search for the Left not from totalising Leftist ideological positions and partisan politics but from 
ethical dimensions through smaller-scale Left-leaning struggles; not from the political to the aesthetic, 
but from the potentiality of art to offer new political imagination and critique; not from the individual 
subordinated to the collective, but from the dialectics of subjectivity and collectivity. This is not an 
attempt at a sweeping global overview of Leftist cultures either, but a collection that brings together 
culture-specific and comparative perspectives. This book searches for fragments of and on the Left, past 
and present, through which to rethink and patch a fragmented world.

352pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7856-5
July 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
12 black & white illustrations
Series: Theatre: Theory – Practice 
– Performance
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POLITICS,
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS AND
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The new politics of 
Russia
Revised and updated edition

ANDREW MONAGHAN

This book offers a crash course 
in contemporary Russian 
politics. An updated version of 
the bestselling 2016 edition, it 
explores the decline in western 
relations since the early 2000s, 
from the disagreements over 
European security and the war 
in Syria right up to the invasion 
of Ukraine.

Territorial politics 
in Catalonia and 
Scotland
Nations in flux

PAUL ANDERSON

This book compares the 
developments of territorial 
politics in Catalonia and 
Scotland since 2010, paying 
particular attention tothe impact 
of independence referenda, 
Brexit and the COVID-19 
pandemic. It examines the 
experiences of state and substate 
elites in both cases and argues 
for further reform to create 
more accommodative territorial 
models.

Passages
On Geo-Analysis and the
aesthetics of precarity

SAM OKOTH OPONDO AND
MICHAEL J. SHAPIRO.
ART BY BARBARA BENISH AND 
ENRIQUE MARTINEZ LEAL

Passages: On geo-analysis and the 
aesthetics of precarity is a multi-
genre and transdisciplinary 
text that invites inquiry into 
today’s apocalyptic narratives, 
humanitarian reason, and 
international criminal justice 
regimes, as well as the precarity 
generated by citizen time and 
'consulate time'. The aesthetic 
breaks emerging from the book’s 
image-text montage draw attention 
to the ethics of encounter and 
passage that challenges colonial, 
domestic, and nation-statist 
sovereignty regimes of inattention

Divided Isles
Solomon Islands and the
China Switch

EDWARD ACTON CAVANOUGH

In 2019, Solomon Islands made 
international headlines when 
the country severed its decades-
old alliance with Taiwan in 
exchange for a partnership with 
Beijing. The decision prompted 
international condemnation 
and terrified Australian security 
experts, who feared Australia’s 
historical Pacific advantage 
would come unstuck.

216pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6305-9
May 2024
£80.00 / $130.00
2 diagrams
Series: European Politics
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The labour
movement in
Lebanon
Power on hold

LEA BOU KHATER

The labour movement in Lebanon: 
Power on hold narrates the 
history of the Lebanese labour 
movement from the early 
twentieth century to today. Bou 
Khater demonstrates that trade 
unionism in the country has 
largely been a failure, for reasons 
including state interference, 
tactical co-optation, and the 
strategic use of sectarianism 
by an oligarchic elite, together 
with the structural weakness 
of a service-based laissez-faire 
economy.

Migration diplomacy 
in the Middle East 
and North Africa
Power, mobility, and the state

GERASIMOS TSOURAPAS

The first major examination 
of the interplay between 
migration and foreign policy 
in the Middle East, this study 
analyses the ways through which 
key Arab and non-Arab states 
instrumentalised cross-border 
mobility from the mid-1950s 
until today. Migration diplomacy 
paints a complex picture of how 
migrants, refugees and diasporas 
have been subject to power 
politics considerations across the 
Global South.

Cairo collages
Everyday life practices
after the event

MONA ABAZA

With the military seizing overt 
power in Egypt, Cairo’s grand and 
dramatic urban reshaping during 
and after 2011 is reflected upon 
under the lens of a smaller story 
narrating everyday interactions 
of a middle-class building in the 
neighbourhood of Doqi.

Heritage and healing 
in Syria and Iraq

ZENA KAMASH

This book explores what to 
do with heritage that has been 
destroyed in conflict in Syria and 
Iraq. Drawing on research into 
trauma and trauma recovery, 
it challenges existing modes of 
cultural heritage reconstruction 
and envisages gentler, creative 
and ethically-driven ways to use 
heritage for healing.
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Peace and the
politics of memory

JOHANNA MANNERGREN
SELIMOVIC, ANNIKA BJÖRKDAHL, 
SUSANNE BUCKLEY-ZISTEL,
STEFANIE KAPPLER AND
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS

This important book provides 
new understandings of how 
the politics of memory impacts 
peace in societies transitioning 
from a violent past. It does so by 
developing a theoretical approach 
focusing on the intersection of 
sites, agency, narratives, and events 
in memory-making.

Youth and sustainable 
peacebuilding

EDITED BY HELEN BERENTS, 
CATHERINE BOLTEN AND
SIOBHAN MCEVOY-LEVY

Sustainable peace involves more 
than simply including youth in 
official peacebuilding mechanisms 
or recognizing their local 
peacebuilding work; it requires a 
transformation in thinking about 
the youth -as actors in the world 
of security and peace. 

Children’s rights
in crisis
Multidisciplinary, transnational, 
and comparative perspectives

EDITED BY SALVADOR SANTINO 
AND F. REGILME JR.

This book rigorously investigates 
the contemporary state of 
children's rights and the 
multifaceted challenges facing 
children, uncovering the 
complexities at their core. In 1989, 
the United Nations introduced 
the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child (CRC), ratified by 196 
nations, promising a world where 
children's rights would reign 
supreme.

Political ecologies of 
the far right
Fanning the flames

EDITED BY IRMA KINGA ALLEN, 
KRISTOFFER EKBERG,
STÅLE HOLGERSEN &  
ANDREAS MALM

This book offers a unique 
perspective on one of today’s 
most disturbing convergences, 
the rise of the far right and 
the ongoing ecological crisis. 
Through case studies from 
around the world, the book 
interrogates the multifaceted 
ways these two trends intersect.
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PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6779-8
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Drone imaginaries
The power of remote vision

ANDREAS IMMANUEL GRAAE 
AND KATHRIN MAURER

The book demonstrates 
how cultural and emotional 
knowledge, made salient in 
aesthetic drone imaginaries, can 
provide an understanding of 
the effects of drone technology 
on human communities. Each 
chapter raises questions about 
the political function of art 
(resistance, critical reflection, 
intervention) that engages 
with drone technology, remote 
surveillance, processes of 
automation, as well as drone 
warfare.

Artificial intelligence 
and the future of
warfare
The USA, China, and strategic 
stability

JAMES JOHNSON

Artificial intelligence and the future 
of warfare sketches a clear and 
sobering picture of the potential 
impact of artificial intelligence 
(AI) on the digitized battlefield, 
broadening our understanding of 
critical questions facing decisions-
makers today.

Colonialism and
Antarctica
 Attitudes, logics, and practices

EDITED BY PEDER ROBERTS
AND ALEJANDRA MANCILLA

This book explores how the 
concept of colonialism can 
help to understand the past 
and present of Antarctica, and 
how Antarctica may illuminate 
the limits of colonialism as an 
analytic concept. Despite lacking 
an indigenous population, the 
continent has been shaped 
by many of the same political 
and economic forces that have 
defined the rest of the world 
– notwithstanding its unique 
governance arrangement, the 
Antarctic Treaty System.

Undermining
resistance
The governance of
participation by multinational 
mining corporations

LIAN SINCLAIR

Why do multinational mining 
corporations use participation 
to undermine resistance? Do 
the struggles of communities, 
activists and NGOs matter on a 
global scale? This book provides 
a new critical political economy 
of extractive accumulation to 
explain how participation crises 
and governance are related 
through local, national and 
global resistance.

312pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7063-7
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£25.00 / $36.95
8 diagrams
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Deep
transformations
A theory of degrowth

HUBERT BUCH-HANSEN,
MAX KOCH AND
IANA NESTEROVA

This book provides a 
comprehensive theory of 
degrowth. It conceptualises 
degrowth as a multi-faceted 
phenomenon on different scales 
(trans-national, national and 
local) and sites (civil society, the 
state and business) and discusses 
a range of ecosocial policies and 
initiatives capable of bringing 
about deep transformations.

Markets and power 
in digital capitalism

PHILIPP STAAB

Philipp Staab takes readers 
on a thought-provoking 
journey through the virtual 
realm, exploring how digital 
surveillance and evaluation 
practices have infiltrated every 
aspect of our lives. Staab's 
compelling analysis challenges 
us to confront the realities of 
surveillance capitalism and 
the urgent need to address the 
inequities it perpetuates.

False profits of
ethical capital
Finance, labour and the
politics of risk

CLAIRE PARFITT

This book is a timely study of 
an important political economic 
phenomenon: ESG investing and 
stakeholder capitalism. This book 
encourages new ways of thinking 
about corporate responsibility and 
how to contest it.

The Official Record
Oversight, national security
and democracy

EDITED BY PETER FINN
AND ROBERT LEDGER

The construction, control and 
preservation of the Official 
Record is inherently contested. 
This volume interrogates the 
boundaries between national 
security, accountability, 
oversight, and the Official 
Record in the context of 
democratic states.
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Act now
A vision for a better future and 
a new social contract

COMMON SENSE

We live in an age of crisis that, 
unaddressed, is likely only to 
worsen. The authoritarian right 
continues to present ‘solutions’ 
that actually exacerbate the 
situation, driving a downward 
cycle in which desperation leads 
to despair. This is a political 
failure of the left. Progressive 
politicians have failed to 
recognise both the urgency 
of people’s need and their 
receptiveness to solutions. 

The seven veils of 
privacy
How our debates about privacy 
conceal its nature

KIERON O'HARA

A comprehensive, rigorous, 
multidisciplinary analysis of 
privacy debates, organised 
around a framework for 
understanding the different 
questions and perspectives of 
antagonists.

Downward spiral
Collapsing public standards and 
how to restore them

JOHN BOWERS KC

This book draws on the author's 
expertise as a KC and original 
interviews with political insiders to 
tell the story of declining ethical 
standards during the government 
of Boris Johnson and propose 
concrete reforms.

Bankruptcy, bubbles 
and bailouts
The inside history of the
Treasury since 1976

AERON DAVIS

The Treasury is one of Britain’s 
oldest, most powerful and most 
secretive institutions. It has 
played a central role in shaping 
the country's economic system, 
yet all too often it has escaped 
public scrutiny. The Treasury 
is often presented as a bedrock 
in times of crisis, rescuing the 
nation’s finances from posturing 
politicians and the combustions 
of world financial markets. 
However, there is another side 
to the story. 
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2 tables
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A neoliberal
revolution?
Thatcherism and the reform of 
British pensions

ALED DAVIES, JAMES FREEMAN 
AND HUGH PEMBERTON

A neoliberal revolution? examines 
the Thatcher government’s 
attempt to privatise and 
individualise Britain’s pension 
system, thereby transforming 
workers into risk-taking savers 
with a stake in capitalism. 
The book explains why this 
revolution failed and charts 
the malign legacy left by the 
evolutionary reforms which 
ministers salvaged from it.

The Northern
Ireland peace
process
From armed conflict
to Brexit

EAMONN O'KANE

This book offers a re-evaluation 
of the emergence, development 
and outcome of the peace 
process in Northern Ireland. 
Drawing on interviews with 
many of the key participants 
of the peace process, newly 
released archival material and 
the existing scholarship on 
the conflict, it explains the 
decisions that shaped the peace 
process in their proper context. 

440pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-4652-6
July 2024
£105.00
3 diagrams, 5 tables

Digital contention in a divided society
Social media, parades and protests in Northern Ireland

PAUL REILLY

How are platforms such as Facebook and Twitter (now X) used by citizens to frame contentious parades 
and protests in ‘post-conflict’ Northern Ireland? What do these contentious episodes tell us about the 
potential of information and communication technologies to promote positive intergroup contact in the 
deeply divided society? 

These issues are addressed in what is the first in-depth qualitative exploration of how social media 
channels were used during the union flag protests (December 2012—March 2013) and the Ardoyne 
parade disputes (July 2014 and 2015). The book focuses on the extent to which affective publics, 
mobilised and connected via expressions of solidarity on social media, appear to escalate or de-escalate 
sectarian tensions caused by these hybrid media events. It also explores whether citizen activity on these 
online platforms has the potential to contribute to peacebuilding in Northern Ireland.
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Affective bordering
The emotional politics of migra-
tion, race and deservingness

BILLY HOLZBERG

This book is an incisive 
exploration of the emotional 
politics of migration and 
borders. It dives into the 
intricate interplay between 
emotions and migration 
governance, revealing how affect 
works to reinforce and challenge 
racial, sexual, and national 
hierarchies in today’s world.

Diaspora as
translation and
decolonisation

IPEK DEMIR

This book proposes a new way 
of conceptualising diaspora by 
examining how diasporas do 
translation and decolonisation. 
It provides conceptual tools for 
investigating diasporas and their 
interventions and considers 
diaspora as ‘the global south 
in the global north’, as well as 
providing a case study of the 
Kurdish diaspora in Europe.

Critical theory and 
dystopia

PATRICIA MCMANUS

Bringing the resources of 
critical theory to bear on the 
genre of dystopian fiction, this 
volume demonstrates both the 
continuing potential of Theodor 
Adorno’s work on literature, and 
the meaning of dystopia when 
considered in the light of Adorno’s 
critique of modernity.

The elementary 
structuring of
patriarchy
Bolivian women and
transborder mobilities in the 
Andes

EDITED BY MENARA GUIZARDI

Based on ethnographic 
material and the life histories of 
indigenous women, the volume 
establishes a bridge between 
the classical anthropological 
studies on kinship and the 
contemporary research on 
the gender inequalities in 
transnational and transborder 
migrant families. This 
ethnographically informed 
exercise establishes a critical 
feminist contribution to the 
study of border territories.
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Gendered urban
violence among
Brazilians
Painful truths from Rio de 
Janeiro and London

CATHY MCILWAINE,
YARA EVANS, PAUL HERITAGE, 
MIRIAM KRENZINGER,
ELIANA SOUSA SILVA AND
MONIZA RIZZINI ANSARI

This book examines the nature 
of and resistance to gendered 
urban violence among Brazilian 
women in London and in the 
favelas of Maré, Rio de Janeiro.

Living the urban
periphery
Infrastructure, everyday life and 
economic change in
African city-regions

PAULA METH, SARAH CHARLTON,
TOM GOODFELLOW AND
ALISON TODES

An empirically rich analysis of 
the drivers and lived experiences 
of urban change in African 
peripheries with a focus on city-
regions in Ethiopia, South Africa 
and Ghana. The book proposes 
five peripheral logics which frame 
the formation and character of 
urban peripheries and explores 
these on the ground through 
residents’ voices and narratives.
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The machinic city
Media, performance and
participation

MARCOS P. DIAS

The machinic city reveals the 
potential of performance art to 
create spaces for reflection and 
deliberation on contemporary 
urban living and to speculate 
on the future of cities. It 
analyses several case studies of 
performance art that foreground 
new modes of subjectivity 
emerging from hybrids of human 
and machine agency.

European cities
Modernity, race and colonialism

EDITED BY NOA K. HA AND
GIOVANNI PICKER

European cities: Modernity, race 
and colonialism is a collection 
of empirical and theoretical 
scholarly analyses of multiple 
urban processes across the East-
West European divide, inviting 
the reader to reimagine urban 
Europe from non-Eurocentric 
perspectives, and to engage active 
thought and thoughtful action.
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Resisting Olympic 
evictions
Contesting space in Rio de 
Janeiro

ADAM TALBOT

Resisting Olympic evictions 
explores how one favela 
mobilised urban space to contest 
the logic underpinning removals 
in the glare of the mega-event’s 
spotlight. Based on 14 months 
of ethnographic fieldwork in 
Brazil, it provides instructive 
lessons on building democratic 
and just cities across the Global 
South.

Intimacy and injury
In the wake of #MeToo in India 
and South Africa

EDITED BY NICKY FALKOF, 
SHILPA PHADKE AND
SRILA ROY

Intimacy and injury offers an 
original perspective on the 
#MeToo movement from 
South Africa and India. It 
overturns the dominance of 
western debates on #MeToo 
by foregrounding diverse 
southern feminist takes on the 
possibilities and limits of this 
movement in the global south. 

224.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-5629-7
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
17 black & white illustrations, 
12 photographs and 5 maps

Birth controlled
Selective reproduction and neoliberal eugenics in South Africa and India

EDITED BY AMRITA PANDE

This book analyses the world of selective reproduction by a critical analysis of three modes of controlling 
birth, namely contraception, reproductive violence, and repro-genetic technologies. All population 
control policies target and vilify women (Black women in particular), and coerce them into subjecting 
their bodies to state and medical surveillance; Birth controlled argues that assisted reproductive 
technologies and repro-genetic technologies employ a similar and stratified burden of blame and 
responsibility based on gender, race, class and caste.

The book draws on gender studies, sociology, medical anthropology, politics, science and technology 
studies, theology, public health and epidemiology to provides a critical, interdisciplinary and cutting-
edge dialogue around the interconnected issues that shape reproductive politics in an ostensibly ‘post-
population control’ era.
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376pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7872-5
March 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
11 black & white illustrations
Series: Governing Intimacies in 
the Global South

NEW IN PAPERBACK

408pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7890-9
June 2024
£25.00 / $36.95
1 black & white illustration
Series: Governing Intimacies in 
the Global South

NEW IN PAPERBACK
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The loneliness room
A creative ethnography of 
loneliness

SEAN REDMOND

This remarkably unique 
book takes the conceit of the 
loneliness room to show how 
everyday artistic practice opens 
up loneliness to new definitions 
and new understandings. 
Refusing to pathologise 
loneliness, the book draws 
on the creative submissions 
supplied by its participants to 
demonstrate that being lonely 
can mean different things to 
different people in differing 
contexts.

Ageing and new
intimacies
Gender, sexuality and
temporality in an English
salsa scene

SARAH MILTON

Drawing on ethnographic 
research in salsa classes and oral 
histories this book details the 
everyday practices of femininity, 
heterosexuality and ‘new’ 
intimacies among women in 
midlife. Challenging conventional 
notions of the baby boomers it 
draws attention to how these 
practices are classed and raced, 
emphasising the quest for 
‘respectability’.

248pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6144-4
March 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
33 black & white illustrations
Series: Anthropology, Creative 
Practice and Ethnography

Politicising and gendering care for older people
Multidisciplinary perspectives from Europe

EDITED BY ANCA DOHOTARIU, ANA PAULA GIL AND LUBICA VOLANSKÁ

This book offers a new critical framework for understanding the processes of politicising and gendering 
care for older people and their manifestations in several European contexts. It interrogates how care 
for older adults varies across time and place while searching for an in-depth comprehension of how it 
becomes an arena of political struggle and the object of public policy in different countries and at various 
societal and political levels. It brings together multidisciplinary contributions that examine the issue of 
care for older people as a political concern from many angles, such as problematising care needs, long-
term care policies, home care services, institutional services and family care. The contributions reveal the 
diversity of situations in which the processes of politicising and gendering care for older adults overlap, 
contradict or reinforce each other while leading to increased gender (in)equalities on different levels.

272pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7599-1
June 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
2 tables, 3 graphs
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Rethinking
untouchability
The political thought of
B. R. Ambedkar

JESÚS F. CHÁIREZ-GARZA

This monograph explores 
the political thought of B.R. 
Ambedkar, one of the most 
important thinkers of modern 
India. Ambedkar’s ideas 
transformed untouchability, 
often considered a millenary 
religious issue, into a political 
problem by linking it to 
larger concepts floating in the 
twentieth century such as liberty, 
slavery, race, and even the 
creation of Pakistan.

A savage song
Racist violence and armed 
resistance in the early
twentieth-century U.S.–Mexico 
Borderlands

MARGARITA ARAGON

This book examines key 
moments of violent social 
unrest in the twentieth-century 
United States. Investigating the 
centrality of constructions of 
gender to American racism, it 
asks how African and Mexican 
American men, including 
those in uniform, responded 
to the violence of racism, and 
how their resistance, including 
their claims to manhood and 
nation, was understood by law 
enforcement, politicians, and 
press.

Off white
Central and Eastern Europe 

and the global history of race

EDITED BY CATHERINE BAKER, 
BOGDAN C. IACOB, ANIKÓ IMRE 
AND JAMES MARK

Off white centres the role of 
race and whiteness to rewrite 
the history of Central and 
Eastern Europe and illuminate 
the development, operation 
and enduring appeal of white 
nationalisms within racial 
capitalism. The book offers new 
paradigms for understanding 
the relationships among racial 
capitalism, populism, economic 
peripherality and race.

256pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6872-6
March 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
Series: Racism, Resistance and 
Social Change

376pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN   978-1-5261-7220-4
May 2024
£95.00 / $150.00
21 black & white illustrations
Series: Racism, Resistance and 
Social Change

224pp.   234x156mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7874-9
March 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
Series: Racism, Resistance and 
Social Change

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The ethics of
researching the
far right
Critical approaches and
reflections

EDITED BY ANTONIA VAUGHAN, 
JOAN BRAUNE,
MEGHAN TINSLEY,
AURELIEN MONDON

This book offers a series of 
critical reflections on the ethics 
of researching the far right 
from a range of contributors. 
It provides a starting point 
for researchers and considers 
issues such as terminology, 
positionality, safety, and 
dissemination.

424pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN   978-1-5261-7387-4
March 2024
£100.00 / $160.00
1 diagram
Series: Racism, Resistance and 
Social Change
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British Bangladeshi 
Muslims in the
East End
The changing landscape of dress 
and language

FATIMA RAJINA

Drawing on the everyday 
experiences of 43 British-
Bangladeshi Muslims living in 
East London, this book explores 
stories of migration and belonging 
vis-à-vis dress and language. In 
narrating those stories, the book is 
framed within the broader socio-
political conversations happening 
regarding Muslims in Britain and 
their 'place' in this society. 

Disrupting White 
Mindfulness
Race and Racism in the
Wellbeing Industry

CATHY-MAE KARELSE

This book offers a timely 
commentary on the dominant 
narratives and norms that 
shape the mindfulness industry, 
namely whiteness, postracialism 
and neoliberalism. At the same 
time, an emergent movement 
rooted in indigenous, Global 
South and queer knowledges is 
decolonising mindfulness and 
decentring whiteness. 

224pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7294-5
July 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
6 black & white illustrations

272pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7626-4
May 2024
£14.99 / $29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Race, bordering
and disobedient 
knowledge
Activism and everyday
struggles in Europe

EDITED BY SUVI KESKINEN, 
AMINKENG ATABONG ALE-
MANJI AND MINNA SEIKKULA

Developing the concept of 
'disobedient knowledge', 
this book provides new 
perspectives on activism and 
everyday struggles against 
racism and borders. Drawing 
on empirical research in 
distinct European contexts, 
the chapters highlight the 
intertwined nature of racism 
and bordering, and the role 
of epistemic disobedience in 
challenging these.

288pp.   234x156mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6556-5
May 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
9 black & white illustrations
Series: Racism, Resistance and 
Social Change

The sound of
difference
Race, class and the politics of 
'diversity' in classical music

KRISTINA KOLBE

What happens when the elitist 
space of ‘Western’ classical music 
seeks to diversify itself? And 
what are the social effects worked 
through diversity discourses in 
classical music institutions? The 
sound of difference addresses these 
concerns by critically examining 
how diversity work takes shape 
in a cultural sector so deeply 
implicated in hierarchies of class, 
structures of whiteness, and 
legacies of imperialism.

272pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6549-7
June 2024
£85.00 / $130.00
Series: Music and Society
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The anthropology of 
ambiguity
Theory, praxis and critique

EDITED BY
MAHNAZ ALIMARDANIAN
AND TIMOTHY HEFFERNAN

This is an anthropological 
exploration of the existential 
and philosophical qualities of 
ambiguity as a generative force 
of political and socio-cultural 
transformation in contemporary 
human life trajectories.288pp.   234x156mm

HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7384-3
May 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
7 black & white illustrations
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Mancunians
Where do we start, where do I 
begin?

DAVID SCOTT

Mancunians: Where do we start, 
where do I begin? is the authentic 
account of Manchester at the 
turn of the Millennium, told 
through a mixture of memoir 
and interviews with well-known 
local figures from music and 
sports.

264pp.   198x129mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6151-2
July 2024
£11.99 / $17.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

How to be multiple
The philosophy of twins

HELENA DE BRES,
ILLUSTRATIONS BY
JULIA DE BRES

In How to be multiple, Helena 
de Bres – a twin herself – argues 
that twinhood is a unique lens 
for examining our place in the 
world and how we relate to 
other people. The way we think 
about twins offers remarkable 
insights into some of the deepest 
questions of our existence, from 
what is a person? to how should 
we treat one another?

272pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN   978-1-5261-7220-4
March 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
12 black & white illustrations

Pandemic culture
The impacts of COVID-19 on 
the UK cultural sector and 
implications for the future

EDITED BY ABIGAIL GILMORE, 
DAVE O’BRIEN AND
BEN WALMSLEY

Based on the findings of a 
15-month study led by the 
Centre for Cultural Value, this 
book offers a comprehensive 
overview of the impacts of 
COVID-19 on the UK’s 
cultural sector. Based on a 
mixed-methods analysis, it 
highlights implications for the 
sector’s future direction and 
for research in the fields of 
arts management and cultural 
policy.

272pp.   216x138mm
PB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6835-1
June 2024
£20.00 / $29.95
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-6834-4
June 2024
£90.00 / $140.00
34 black & white illustrations
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Creative approaches 
to wellbeing
The pandemic and beyond

EDITED BY VICTORIA TISCHLER 
AND KAREN GRAY

A compilation of case studies 
illustrating how arts, culture 
and other community assets 
were used by individuals and 
communities to cope and 
develop resilience during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Focusing 
on the experiences and voices of 
those marginalised during the 
pandemic, because of structural 
inequalities, or due to mental or 
physical ill-health or age, vital 
lessons are drawn out for policy 
and practice in the arts and the 
provision of health and care.

Knowing COVID-19
The pandemic and beyond

EDITED BY FRED COOPER
AND DES FITZGERALD

This is an edited volume that 
draws on eight case studies to 
showcase how researchers in 
the humanities shone a light 
on some of the many hidden 
problems of COVID-19 – 
from the effects of racism to 
the risks of deploying shame; 
from how to design an effective 
instructional leaflet to how to 
communicate effectively to bus 
passengers.

232pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7864-0
May 2024
£40.00 / $59.95
16 black & white illustrations

248pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7259-4
May 2024
£40.00 / $59.95
22 black & white illustrations
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Governance,
democracy and
ethics in crisis-
decision-making
The pandemic and beyond

EDITED BY CAROLINE REDHEAD 
AND MELANIE SMALLMAN

This volume brings together 
findings from rapid-response 
COVID-19 research that are 
linked by a focus on governance 
decisions, particularly the ‘how’ 
and the ‘why’ of decision-
making during the pandemic. 
Contributors reflect on how the 
pandemic seems impossible to 
disentangle from issues of trust 
and accountability in power and 
authority.

Adaptation and
resilience in the
performing arts
The pandemic and beyond

EDITED BY PASCALE AEBISCHER 
AND RACHAEL NICHOLAS

Eight teams share their research 
about live performing arts during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, 
reflecting on digital innovations 
and analogue adaptations in dance 
and theatre, accessibility and 
community-building, and on how 
the pandemic impacted on artists 
and companies.

240pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-8004-9
May 2024
£40.00 / $59.95
3 black & white illustrations

232pp.   216x138mm
HB  ISBN  978-1-5261-7240-2
May 2024
£40.00 / $59.95
27 black & white illustrations
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